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X-ray-absorption fine-structure~XAFS! measurements of metallic glass Al0.91La0.09 and a crystalline phase
Al 11La3 formed by annealing of the glass were made at the LaL3 edge and analyzed by the splice method. The
first-neighbor partial radial distribution functions about the La atoms for the crystal and glass were obtained at
T512 K demonstrating the difference between their local structures. The shortest La-Al distance~mean value
3.0960.05 Å! within the glass was distinctively smaller than within the crystal Al11La3 (3.2160.05 Å!. This
partial shortening of the La-Al bonds decreases the size mismatch between the La and Al atoms making the
glass formation more favorable with anomalously low content of La during the quench. Monte Carlo simula-
tions were performed for the Al-La glass and agreement with the XAFS result was obtained.
@S0163-1829~96!08826-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

Amorphous alloys with anomalously high content of Al
~higher than 90%!, e.g., binary alloys Al-Ln~lanthanide
metal! and ternary alloys Al0.91La0.05Ni 0.04,
Al 0.91Ce0.05Ni 0.04 and others were recently synthesized.1 ,2

These amorphous alloys are ductile and have tremendous
strength and high corrosion resistance as well as low density.
Such a small concentration of lanthanide in an amorphous
phase seems rather unexpected and has no analogy in the
literature.3 The present work examines the structure of the
amorphous alloy Al0.91La0.09 for better understanding of the
reason for these unexpected properties.

We used both x-ray diffraction to characterize the samples
and the x-ray-absorption fine-structure~XAFS! method to
probe the local atomic environment. The advantage of XAFS
over many other techniques is its ability to select a specific
element as a central atom and to study the radial distribution
of its nearest neighbors. XAFS allows us also to perform a
comparative analysis of anunknownstructure by checking
the results against some known~standard! material so as to
quantitatively determine the accuracy of the analysis tech-
nique. Thus the investigation of both the amorphous alloy
Al 0.91La0.09 and the crystalline phase Al11La3 which nucle-
ates from the glass when annealed4 is an excellent case fit-
ting this scheme. The ordered crystalline phase serves as a
standardfor calibrating the accuracy of the determination of
the structure of theunknownglassy phase.

The present paper applies the splice method of XAFS to
metallic glasses. The splice method, described elsewhere,5

has been previously demonstrated in the analysis of the sys-
tems with known structure like aperiodic crystals Mn-Al-Si
and biological proteins.5 It has important advantages over
other methods of XAFS analysis~fitting technique or ratio
method6! if the unknownstructure has a distribution which
differs strongly from a Gaussian disorder and only one atom
type is involved as the first neighbor, as occurs in the case
here.

We tested the splice method first against the known struc-
ture ~Al 11La3) determined by diffraction to check the reli-
ability of the method. The XAFS data are missing the low
k ~photoelectron wave number! information which has to be
reconstituted from cumulants obtained by the ratio method to
derive the radial distribution functions~RDF’s! of the first
neighbors to the La atoms for crystal and glass. The crystal
RDF was then compared with the calculated RDF con-
structed from the known interatomic distances and their
mean-squared deviations~Debye-Waller factors! determined
by diffraction measurements of the crystal structure and fits
to the XAFS data, respectively.

The RDF’s are the partial pair-distribution functions
around the La atoms in both the crystal and the glass. While
the centroids of RDF’s of Al neighbors to La for both crystal
and glass are close to each other, the details of the distribu-
tions are different. The glassy structure is shown to be more
compact and the corresponding distribution more symmetric
than that in the crystal. While frequently the local structures
of the glass and the corresponding crystal are similar, the
glass in this case looks completely different from the crys-
talline phase. The fraction of nearest-neighbor La-Al pairs
has bond length smaller than in the crystalline phase. This
partial shortening of bonds, mainly due to the decrease of the
larger La atom radius, is favorable for their alloying in a
single phase, thus explaining their glass formation with
anomalously low concentration of La.

An outline of the paper is as follows. Section II contains
the theoretical background of the splice method. Sample
preparation and XAFS measurements are described in Sec.
III. Data analysis and results are given in Sec. IV, Monte
Carlo simulations are described in Sec. V, discussion is
given in Sec. VI, and summary and conclusions are pre-
sented in Sec. VII.

II. FORMALISM

Following Refs. 5–9 we assume that the XAFSx(k) of
an isolated shell withN atoms of one type may be written
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Here t(2k) andd(k) are the effective backscattering ampli-
tude and phase of the atom in the shell,
k5(1/\)A2m(E2E0) is the photoelectron wave number,
E is the photon energy, andE0 is the zero of the muffin-tin
potential.S0

2 is the passive electron reduction factor,7 l is the
mean free path of the photoelectron.r(r 8) is the RDF, obey-
ing the following normalization condition:*0

`r(r 8)dr85N,
the coordination number.

Assume that we havexs(k) of somestandardstructure
with known effective distributiongs(r ) which in the case of
small deviation from Gaussian may be presented by a cumu-
lant expansion:7

E ei2kDrgs~r !dr5exp(
n50

`
~2ik !n

n!
Cn , ~3!

where Dr5r2r s , r s is the centroid of gs(r ) and
C05 ln„*0

`gs(r )dr…. The next four leading cumulants of Eq.
~3! are related to the power momentspn of gs(r ):

C15p150, C25p2 , C35p3 , C45p423p2
2 ,

pn[^~r2r s!
n&gs5

*~r2r s!
ngs~r !dr

*gs~r !dr
. ~4!

Using the ratio method of XAFS data analysis6 ,7 ,9 one can
eliminate theB(k) of theunknownby dividing xu(k) of the
unknownby a standardxs(k), where

xs~k!5Ns

B~k!

r s
2 ei2krse22k2ss

2
e22r s /l. ~5!

HereNs andss
2 are the coordination number and the second

cumulant ~Debye-Waller factor! of the standard. At this
point we assume that the distributiongs(r ) is Gaussian.
Equation~5! is valid only if theunknownand thestandard
have similar chemical environment around La atoms, and,
therefore,B(k) are the same in their XAFS signals,xu(k)
andxs(k).

Let us consider for simplicity thestandardstructure con-
taining only 1 atom in the shell by settingNs51 and
ss
250. Dividing xu(k) by xs(k), we obtainx8(k):

x8~k!5r s
2e2 i2krsE

0

`r~r 8!

r 82
ei2kr8e22~r 82r s!/ldr8. ~6!

If the standardhas been chosen properly,r2r s!l. Thus
e22(r 82r s)/l'1, to a good approximation. Using the identity

x8~k!ei2krs5ux8~k!uexp$ i @2krs1DC~k!#%,

DC~k!5argxu~k!2argxs~k!, ~7!

one can now convert Eq.~6! and take an imaginary part:

ux8~k!u
r s
2 sin@2krs1DC~k!#5E

0

`

sin~2kr8!
r~r 8!

r 82
dr8. ~8!

Applying the sin(2kr) transform to the both parts of Eq.~8!
we obtain the RDF:

r~r !5
4

p

r 2

r s
2E

0

`

ux8~k!usin@2krs1DC~k!#sin~2kr !dk. ~9!

To calculate the integral in Eq.~9! one must take into ac-
count thatx8(k) is measured within the finitek range, be-
tweenk1 andk2 . In order to extrapolatex8(k) to the low-
k range betweenk1 and 0, one treats the effective distribu-
tion g(r ) at low k by a cumulant expansion$Ci% to the third
order, following Ref. 5:

lnux8~k!u5 lnF r s2E
0

`

g~r 8!dr8G22k2C2 ,

argx8~k!5DC~k!52kC12
4

3
k3C3 . ~10!

Note thatC15^r2r s&gÞ0 sincer s is a centroid ofgs(r )
rather thang(r ). To reduce the cutoff wiggles from the up-
per limit of the data range,k2 , we multiply the integrand in
Eq. ~9! by the Gaussian cutoff factor exp(22k2sc

2) such that
exp(22k2

2sc
2)!1. The spatial resolution introduced by this

cutoff factor is given bydr52.5sc . If no cutoff factor is
used, the spatial resolution is determined as

dr5
1

2k2
. ~11!

Finally, we ‘‘splice’’ the two ratios,x8(k), one measured
betweenk1 and k2 , and another one, extrapolated with cu-
mulants between 0 andk1 , to evaluate the RDF@Eq. ~9!#.
We applied this method to the analysis of both the metallic
glass Al0.91La0.09 and the crystalline phase Al11La3 .

III. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENT

Amorphous ribbons~40 mm thick! of metallic glass
Al 0.91La0.09were produced by melt spinning in the Technion
~Haifa, Israel!.2 The rapidly quenched alloys~the estimated
quenching rate was 53105 K/sec! were produced in vacuum.
The melt was heated to the predetermined temperature~1373
K! in an alumina crucible placed in a furnace. The glassy
nature of the samples was verified by x-ray diffraction. The
composition was tested by an electron microprobe.

To avoid the sample thickness effect in XAFS,10 the
glassy ribbon was thinned by rolling to the optimal thickness
20 mm, satisfying the conditionDmx<1, wherex is the
sample thickness andDm is the absorptionL3 edge step. The
crystalline phase Al11La3 was then obtained by annealing
some of the ribbons in an evacuated and sealed quartz tube
for 5 h at T5510 °C, well above the glass transition tem-
perature. The crystallization in the ribbons was verified by
x-ray-diffraction measurements which showed sharp Bragg
peaks of both pure Al and Al11La3 phases. The XAFS mea-
surements on the LaL3 edge~photon energy is 5483 eV!
were performed on the beamline X11A at NSLS using a
double crystal~111! Si monochromator. The data range~400
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eV past theL3 edge! was limited by theL2 edge~5891 eV!.
The low-temperature measurements were taken using a Dis-
plex refrigerator.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

XAFS functionx(k) is given by

x~k!5
m~k!2m0~k!

Dm~0!
, ~12!

whereDm(0) is theL3-edge jump on the absorption curve
m(k), andm0(k) is a smooth atomic background. To remove
the background from the data, theAUTOBK code11 was used
for both the glass and crystal data.

Special care was taken to determine correctly thek50
point. The absorption edge energy for metals is given by
Emt1Ef , whereEmt is the zero of potential of the interstitial
region obtained in the muffin-tin approximation.12 Ef is the
Fermi energy~relative toEmt), usually taken somewhere on
the edge. This definition of the absorption edge energy is
elaborated in computer codeFEFF5,12 which constructs theo-
reticalx(k) for a model structure, and will be referred to as
E0
(F) . For our purpose, however, so definedE0

(F) is a poor
reference point for the photoelectron wave numberk. In-
deed, in accordance with the Pauli principle the transition
occurs to the first unoccupied level and the lowest possible
wave number for a metal iskf5(1/\)A2mEf5A0.263Ef ,
where the units ofk andE are Å21 and eV, respectively.
Therefore, to achieve the truek50 limit of the integral in
Eq. ~9! one must setE05Emt5E0

(F)2Ef . In many materials
it is a good initial approximation to choose the Fermi energy
position at half maximum of the edge jump. If the structural

model is available, one can use theory~e.g.,FEFF5! to correct
this approximation byDE0 , found from fit of theory to data.
In our case, we first picked a point at 5482 eV~half maxi-
mum of the edge jump! as a first approximation and then
shifted it forward byDE51.0 eV, as determined with 0.5 eV
uncertainty from the fit ofFEFF5theory to the reference crys-
talline structure Al11La3 as described below. Finally, we
lowered the obtained value of the Fermi energy~5483 eV! by
Ef to obtain the muffin-tin energyEmt . The values ofkf and
Ef are provided byFEFF5 for a given central atom. For the
central atom La the values calculated byFEFF5 are
kf51.596 Å21, Ef59.7 eV. These two different reference
points, E0 and E0

(F) , are shown in Fig. 1 for LaL3-edge
absorption curves of Al11La3 and Al0.91La0.09. Since a typi-
cal difference in Fermi energies between the standard and
unknown materials could not be more than 1–2 eV, we set
the sameE0

(F) for both materials. This leads to the 2% un-
certainty in the determination ofk1 of the glass. Parameters
of the background subtraction,kmin , kmax ~the limits of the
data range ink space!, kw ~weighting parameter!, dk ~Han-
ning window margins!, E0 andE0

(F) are given in Table I for
both the glass and crystal data. Figure 2 shows thex(k)
obtained for the glass and crystal data by the above proce-
dure.

To check the accuracy of the splice method the XAFS
data of the crystal Al11La3 were analyzed first. Al11La3 be-
longs to the Immm space group ~body-centered
orthorhombic!,13 the elementary cell is shown in Fig. 3. At
the first step, the fitting technique was used to resolve the
structure around the La atom. At 12 K the zero-point vibra-
tion is the only contribution to the disorder in atomic posi-

FIG. 1. Energy reference pointsE0 andE0
(F) on the absorption

curves of the glass~solid! and crystal~dash!.

FIG. 2. x(k) ~weighted withk) of the glass~solid! and crystal
~dash!.

TABLE I. Parameters of background subtractionkmin , kmax are
the limits of the data range ink space,kw is the weighting param-
eter,dk are the Hanning window margins,E0 andE0

(F) for crystal
Al 11La3 and glass Al0.91La0.09.

kmin ~Å21) kmax ~Å21) kw dk ~Å21) E0 ~eV! E0
(F) ~eV!

2.57 10.45 2 0.05 5473 5483 FIG. 3. Elementary cell of Al11La3 . Numbers in circles corre-
spond to inequivalent sites of Al and La atoms~see also Table II!.
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tions. The vibrational amplitude at this temperature may be
safely approximated by the second cumulant only.

As one can see from Table II, there are two inequivalent
sites of La atoms in the cell, La~1! and La~2!. The total
XAFS signal therefore, is a combination of the two signals:

xLa~k!5
1

3
xLa~1!~k!1

2

3
xLa~2!~k!, ~13!

where coefficients13 and
2
3 account for the different occu-

pancy of atoms La~1! and La~2! in the cell. Table II shows
that each site has 16 Al nearest neighbors which are distrib-
uted over nine different distances. The difference in the dis-
tances varies within 0.01–0.2 Å . The next coordination
shell, populated by La atoms, is well separated from the far-
thest La-Al nearest-neighbor distance by'0.4 Å .

The crystal distances, measured at room temperature,
were taken from Ref. 13. The fit of the theoreticalx(k) to
the crystal data was performed inr space within the range
2.0–4.3 Å using the programFEFFIT.14 The fit parameters
were S0

2 , contraction coefficienta5(r (300)2r (12))/r (12),
used to find distancesr (12) at 12 K by correcting for thermal
contraction of room temperature distancesr (300), and as-
sumed to be the same for all distances, the shift of the energy
origin DE0 , and two Debye-Waller factors,sLa2Al

2 for all
La-Al bonds andsLa2La

2 for La-La bonds. The fit result is
shown in Fig. 4~a! over the region between the arrows.S0

2

was found to be 0.9560.05. Thermal contraction
a5(1.3560.20)31022, found from the fit, was used to find
the distancesr i

(12) at 12 K ~Table II!. The small Debye-
Waller factors (sLa2Al

2 50.0027 Å2, sLa2La
2 50.0035 Å2)

of vibrations justified the Gaussian approximation made
above.

Since all the Al atoms are situated almost at the same
distance from the central La atom and their chemical envi-
ronment is similar, the backscattering amplitude and phase
shift can be approximated by the average distancer s53.3
Å at temperature 12 K. Figure 5 shows that this approxima-
tion is valid since thek dependence of the scattering ampli-
tude remains almost the same for all different paths to Al
atoms fork.3 Å 21 ~the region utilized from the XAFS

data! and therefore can be reliably represented by the ampli-
tude of the effective path we just defined.

To isolate the first shell ther range from 2.0 to 4.0 Å was
chosen. The range was limited from the higherr so as not to
include the more distant La neighbors in the crystal. The
unknowncrystal dataxu(r ) and thestandardxs(r ) were
then back Fourier transformed tok space and their ratio
x8(k) was obtained. The cumulants at lowk were deter-
mined by fit to Eq.~10! within the k range 3–4 Å21. The

TABLE II. Coordination numbersNi , fraction coefficientsn i ,
pair lengths of La-Al pairs:r i

(300) atT5300 K ~Ref. 13! andr i
(12) at

12 K ~this work, using the same contraction coefficient
a5(1.3560.20)31022 for all pairs as defined by XAFS! for
Al 11La3 . Uncertainties are shown in parentheses.

Pair Ni n i r i
(300) ~Å! r i

(12) ~Å!

La~2!-Al ~3! 4 2/3 3.249 3.21~1!

La~2!-Al ~2! 4 2/3 3.257 3.21~1!

La~2!-Al ~4! 2 2/3 3.267 3.22~1!

La~2!-Al ~1! 2 2/3 3.271 3.23~1!

La~1!-Al ~3! 4 1/3 3.305 3.26~1!

La~1!-Al ~2! 8 1/3 3.385 3.34~1!

La~1!-Al ~4! 4 1/3 3.615 3.57~1!

La~2!-Al ~3! 2 2/3 3.631 3.58~1!

La~2!-Al ~2! 2 2/3 3.738 3.69~1!

FIG. 4. ~a! Fit to the Al11La3 ux(r )u: dash is for data, solid is for
theory. The fitting range is shown by arrows.~b! ux(r )u of
Al 0.91La0.09 glass.

FIG. 5. Backscattering amplitudest(k) calculated withFEFF5for
the paths La~1!-Al ~dashes! and La~2!-Al ~solid!. All the paths are
single-scattering paths from central atoms to their first-nearest
neighbors in Al11La3 .
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resultantx8(k) obtained by combining the data with the cu-
mulant expansion for thek between 0 and 3 Å21 for the
amplitude ratio and between 0 and 3.5 Å21 for the phase
difference, is plotted in Fig. 6~a!. The cutoff factor
sc
250.015 Å2 was used to decrease the Fourier transform

k2 cutoff wiggles by multiplyingx8(k) by e22k2sc
2
.

Since the crystal structure is known, a theoreticalx th(k)
can be calculated straightforward, assuming that all the 9
paths to Al atoms within the first shell have the same
B(k), as justified by Fig. 5:

x th~k!5B~k!e22k2sT
2

(
i51

9

Nin i
ei2kri

r i
2 , ~14!

wheresT
250.0027 Å2 is a thermal Debye-Waller factor,Ni

is a coordination number of thei subshell of Al atoms,r i is
the radius of thei subshell determined from fit, and fraction
coefficientn i @n i5

1
3 for La~1!-Al paths and2

3 for La~2!-Al
paths# corrects for different occupancies of La~1! and La~2!
atoms in the cell. Dividingx th(k) by xs(k) @Eq. ~5!# we
obtain the theoreticalx th8 (k) which contains only structural
information. The samesc

2 was used to decrease the Fourier
transform cutoff wiggles atk2 . Figure 6~a! demonstrates the
good agreement betweenx8(k) and x th8 (k) for the crystal.
The sin(2kr) transform was performed for both data and
theory@Eq. ~9!#. The resultant RDF’s are shown in Fig. 7~a!.
The negative values are cutoff wiggles due to the finite value
of the upper limitk2 . We checked this by extendingk2 in

Eq. ~9! to ` for the model structure calculation and the os-
cillations disappeared. The coordination number, defined as
the area below the RDF curve, is equal 16.0 from crystallog-
raphy data and 16.060.2 for the XAFS crystal data. The
centroid ofr(r ) is at ^R&53.3260.30 Å for XAFS data and
3.32 Å for diffraction data.

The fine details of the crystal structure, namely nine dif-
ferent Al subshells, are not revealed in Fig. 7~a! because of
the spatial resolutiondr50.3 Å . Such a poor resolution is
caused, in accordance with Eq.~11!, by the finite value
of k2 and the introduced Gaussian cutoff factor
sc
250.015 Å2.
Changing the cutoff factor gradually from 0.015 Å2 to

zero we resolve more and more structure for the crystal data.

FIG. 6. Im x8(k) ~multiplied by cutoff factor! of ~a! crystal
Al 11La3 ~from XAFS data shown by dash, from crystal structure
data shown by solid!, and ~b! glass Al0.91La0.09. Term 2krs is
added to the phase ofx8(k).

FIG. 7. Radial distribution functionsr(r ) for the crystal
Al 11La3 ~from XAFS data shown by dash, from crystal structure
data shown by solid!. The cutoff factor is~a! 0.015 Å2, ~b! 0.007
Å 2, and~c! 0.
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As one can see from comparing the calculated RDF’s for the
crystal, obtained with different resolutions (sc

2 50.015,
0.007, and 0 Å2), the cutoff factor has affected the shape and
the width of the distributionr th(r ) dramatically. Figures
7~a!-7~c! demonstrate how the more distant groups of Al
atoms form a shoulder on the RDF which becomes resolved
as the resolution increases. In demonstrating the splitting into
subshells in the calculated RDF and to avoid the cutoff
wiggles thex8(k) was calculated to high values ink space
~e.g., up to 50 Å21) where no cutoff factor is needed. The
required vanishing ofx8(k) was provided by the thermal,
Debye-Waller factorsT

2 @Eq. ~14!# only. As a result one can
see four groups of Al subshells which are associated with
four peaks in Fig. 8. The first peak is formed by the five
shortest La-Al distances~see Table II!, the second is caused
by the sixth subshell, the third one corresponds to the group
of the next two more distant subshells, and the last peak is
formed by the ninth subshell. The spatial resolution here is
0.01 Å . An important consequence of the improvement of
the resolution is that the left wing of the peak on the theo-
retical RDF has become steeper, approaching its crystallo-
graphic value'3.2 Å.

The remarkable agreement between the diffraction data
and the XAFS data for the crystal gives us confidence in the
accuracy of our procedure as applied to the glass
Al 0.91La0.09. An assumption was made that the first shell in
the glass is populated by Al atoms only as was the case for
the crystal. It was confirmed by both the lack of unphysical
negative values in the resultingr(r ) and Monte Carlo simu-
lations as described below. We used the same Hanning win-
dow in r space to isolate the first shell for the glass as for the
crystal@Fig. 4~b!#. Due to the high disorder in the glass struc-
ture our initial attempt to fit the first shell by the more stan-
dard method of assuming a distribution slightly perturbed
from a Gaussian by using only four leading cumulants was
unsuccessful: the fit was not good and gave a too high coor-
dination number~22! to be reasonable.

The splice method was much more successful. It assumes
that the distribution is seen approximately Gaussian for the
low-k electrons only,5 since the width of the distribution is

narrow compared to their wavelengths and the spatial reso-
lution @Eq. ~11!# is poor. Therefore it is a good approxima-
tion to truncate the cumulants expansion at third order for
k below k1 and use experimental data in the range between
k1 andk2 where higher-order cumulants are more important.
We checked the validity of this approximation later, when
r(r ) was obtained and cumulants were determined using Eq.
~4!. It was obtained that the term withC4 in the cumulant
expansion@Eq. ~3!# with k53 Å21 is only 10% of the term
with C2 , thus justifying the approximation used. The whole
method therefore is self-consistent, since we use the cumu-
lant expansion in the range where it converges rapidly, and
the experimental data where it does not.

The glass dataxgl(k) ~Fig. 2! was transformed in the
same way as the crystal data and the theoretical calculation
above, using the samek2 andsc

2 . The cumulants needed to
extrapolatexgl8 (k) betweenk50 and 3.0 Å21 ~for the ampli-
tudes ratio! and betweenk50 and 3.5 Å21 ~for the phase
difference! were obtained. The ratiox8(k) obtained by splic-
ing the data with the cumulant expansion for thek between 0
and 3 Å21 for the amplitude ratio and between 0 and 3.5
Å21 for the phase difference, is plotted in Fig. 6~b!. To study
how the cutoff factorsc

2 affects the RDF of the glass we
have variedsc

2 from 0.015 Å2 to 0 ~as it was done above for
the crystal! and compared the resultant RDF’s. The resultant
r(r ) obtained with the same cutoff factors as used for the
crystal are shown in Fig. 9. It turns out that, contrary to the
crystal, the glassy RDF’s look similar and little change in the
broadening occurred~Fig. 9!, indicating that ther(r ) of the
glass has inherent broadening which is not introduced by the
cutoff factor.

Calculations of coordination number and the average
La-Al distance over the shell give the following results:
N514.4560.10, ^RLa2Al&53.3360.05 Å . Comparing the
two RDF’s for the glass and the crystal~Fig. 8! we conclude
that the distribution of atoms in the glass has some shorter
bonds than the crystalline structure allows, as it was previ-
ously found in Monte Carlo simulations.15 The number of Al
atoms-nearest neighbors to La is found by evaluation of the
area under the glass RDF within the distances from 0 to 3.16
Å ~the distance to the left edge of the RDF for crystal, Fig.

FIG. 8. Radial distribution functionsr(r ) for the glass
Al 0.91La0.09 ~dash! and for crystal Al11La3 using crystallographic
data ~solid!. The cutoff factorsc

250. Arrow shows the shortest
distance to the first-nearest neighbor in the crystal as obtained from
diffraction data.

FIG. 9. Radial distribution functionsr(r ) for the glass
Al 0.91La0.09. Different curves correspond to cutoff factors 0.015
Å 2, 0.007 Å2 and 0.
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8!. The result isN51.760.1 which means that that number
of shorter bonds occur in the glass. The mean of these short
bond lengths is 3.0960.05 Å.

As it was discussed by Sternet al.,5 the absence of the
experimental data belowk1 makes it in principle impossible
to reconstruct large variations, ofux8(k)u which may occur
and be confined between 0 andk1 . These variations, if they
exist, would give rise to a broad distributionrb(r ) which we
are unable to detect since the extrapolation with cumulants to
k50 does not carry information aboutrb(r ). We, however,
are able to estimate the minimum widthsb of this distribu-
tion, assuming for simplicity that it is Gaussian. If the error
introduced by neglecting the contribution ofrb(r ) to r(r )
~which we determined by the splice method! is as big as
10%, i.e., exp(22k1

2sb
2)'0.1, thensb'0.3 Å, much greater

than the standard deviation ofr(r ), s5AC2'0.1 Å ~Ta-
ble III!. It means that, if present,rb(r ) would be a relatively
broad background tor(r ) which does not affect its shape
significantly. As to the coordination number, it would be
affected by adding such a background tor(r ), but since we
expect the correction to the coordination number to be small,
the background must be small too.

V. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Monte Carlo simulations were performed to analyze the
glassification mechanism in Al-La alloy. The system con-
sisted of 1000 atoms of Al and La in the ratio 9:1. Initially
all atoms were placed in a cubic cell. The size of the cubic
cell was chosen in such a way that the density of the glass
corresponds to its experimentally known value.16 To describe
the interaction between pairs of atoms the Lennard-Jones po-
tential Uab5Babr

2122Aabr
26 was used. This potential

showed good agreement with experiment for other systems,
e.g., NixP12x ,

17 ZnxMg12x, and ZrxCu12x .
18

The parametersAAl2Al , ALa2La, andAAl2La describe the
dipole-dipole interaction between pairs of atoms. To calcu-
late these parameters we used the known atomic radii and
valences of pure Al and La~Ref. 19! and followed the stan-
dard procedure described in Ref. 15. ParametersBAl2Al and
BLa2La were chosen from the Monte Carlo simulation for
pure Al and La in such a way that the first peaks of the radial
distribution functions and densities corresponded to their re-
spective values in the crystalline phases. To defineBAl2La
our XAFS result for the average La-Al nearest-neighbor dis-
tance~3.3 Å! was used. Periodic boundary conditions were
imposed. The above-mentioned input parameters, taken
alone, do not lead to a unique atomic arrangement without
specifying the relevant relaxation procedure. We followed
the Metropolis procedure to obtain the relaxed system, which

corresponded to the glassy state. To evaluate the necessary
relaxation time for the determination of the required number
of Monte Carlo steps an additional estimation of the diffu-
sion coefficient was performed. The number of steps was
chosen to be sufficient for the randomly diffusing atom to
pass the distance between two opposite walls.

The simulation results are in qualitative agreement with
our XAFS results as shown in Fig. 10. Ther(r ) found from
the simulations is similar to the experimental result from
XAFS even though the Lennard-Jones potential may be an
oversimplified approximation. First, the La atoms are sepa-
rated from each other by distances larger than 4.160.1 Å ,
confirming our assumption above that the first coordination
shell in the glass within 2.0–4.0 Å around the La is popu-
lated by Al atoms only. Second, the coordination number
14.5 is obtained by averaging over all La atomic environ-
ments, agreeing with the XAFS result~14.4560.10!. Similar
bond shortening to that found from XAFS was found in
our simulations, including a shortest La-Al distance of
3.060.1 Å .

VI. DISCUSSION

The splice method was a powerful method to determine
the distribution in this case for both the glass and the crystal
since it did not have to assume a small deviation from a
Gaussian distribution. As was shown, assuming the first few
terms of the cumulant expansion to be sufficient to describe
the distribution throughout the fullk range is not valid unless
the deviation from a Gaussian is small for all values ofk.
When such is not the case, then the expansion by a finite
series of cumulants becomes possible only for the low-k por-
tion of the data, and assuming that this is true for the full
range introduces errors. In our case this assumption underes-
timates the deviations of the truer(r ) from the Gaussian.
Table III shows the difference between the cumulants found
with the ratio method for the fullk range and the final re-
sults, using power moments ofg(r ) @Eq. ~4!# for the crystal
and glass data. Second cumulants obtained by the splice
method ~Table III! do not contain the cutoff factorsc

2 ,
added previously tox8(k), which was subtracted later to
compare them withC2 obtained by the ratio method. The

TABLE III. First four cumulants found using the ratio and
splice methods for the crystal and the glass XAFS data.

Method C0 C1 ~Å! C2 ~Å 2) C3 ~Å 3)

Crystal Ratio 2.28~3! -0.09~1! 0.0011~3! 0.0014~2!

Crystal Splice 2.77~2! -0.02~1! 0.0170~10! 0.0031~3!

Glass Ratio 2.40~8! -0.01~1! 0.0098~9! 0.0009~1!

Glass Splice 2.67~1! -0.01~1! 0.0100~2! 0.0021~4!

FIG. 10. Radial distribution functions for the glass Al0.91La0.09
obtained with the splice method of XAFS~dash! and Monte Carlo
simulations~solid!.
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rest of the cumulants are not affected by this Gaussian factor.
The importance of defining theE0 to be the muffin-tin zero
level was also emphasized. The only reliable method to de-
termine g(r ) is the splice method. It combines thex8(k)
defined within the whole datak range with its cumulant ex-
pansion at lowk.

The coordination number and La-Al distance agree well
with Al 0.9Y 0.1metallic glass determined by anomalous x-ray
scattering1 whereN514.261.3 and^RY2Al&53.2 Å . The
similarity in structures of Al0.91La0.09 and Al0.9Y 0.1 is ex-
pected since La and Y have almost the same concentration in
their glasses, and their atomic radii are rather close: La ra-
dius is 1.88 Å and Y radius is 1.80 Å at room
temperature.20

The accuracy of the analysis of the amorphous and crys-
talline phases by the splice method was clearly demonstrated
by comparing with diffraction data of the crystal. The results
obtained for the first shell of La atoms show that the mean
first-nearest-neighbor La-Al distances in the glass and crystal
are close to each other within uncertainties. However, while
the coordination number for the glass was found to be
Ng514.4560.10, the crystalline phase is characterized by a
larger coordination number:Nc516. The RDF’s of these
two samples are quite different: Figs. 7 and 9 demonstrate
that the RDF of Al11La3 has a structure within about 3.5–3.8
Å around the central La, associated with more distant shells
of the Al atoms, while the RDF of the glass Al0.91La0.09
looks more compact and symmetric.

It has been generally recognized that the glass-forming
range of composition for binary metallic glasses is an ap-
proximate universal property of atomic size ratio of the con-
stituent elements.21,22 In the case of thesmaller foreign at-
omsA being incorporated into thelarger host atomsB, the
glass forming ability is enhanced with their size difference
increase. The composition range for the glass formation is
related directly to the compositional dependence of the melt-
ing point of the alloy,Tm . This is because the glass transi-
tion temperatureTg is almost independent of composition,
while the melting temperature usually decreases to a mini-
mum near 50% composition. In the ranges of composition
whereTm is closer toTg , the glass formation is easier. The
deep depressions of the liquidus curve usually occur when
the sizes of the constituent atoms differ dramatically, and
thus the glass formation is generally more favorable to alloys
with large size difference of the constituent elements. As a
criterion for minimum solute concentrationCA

min for glass
formation and the atomic radii ratior A /r B the empirical
relationship22 is often used:

CA
minU12

r A
r B
U'0.1. ~15!

In the case of thelarger foreign atomsA being incorpo-
rated into thesmaller host atomsB, as in our case, where
A 5 La, B 5 Al, another important factor to form a glassy
phase comes into consideration. Experimental data on phase
diagrams of different binary metallic alloys23 in thermal
equilibrium ~see, e.g., In-Ga, K-Na, Na-Rb! show that the
range of concentration whereA dissolves inB is smaller than
whereB dissolves inA. This introduces a tendency to make
the alloy of large atoms in a smaller atom host less stable
than vice versa. The glass formation in the alloy with low
concentration of large atoms in small host atoms would be-
come less likely because the alloy would have a greater ten-
dency to separate before the glass transition occurs. It is
shown here that there is a significant fraction of La-Al
atomic bonds in the glass that are shorter than in the crystal.
This bond shortening decreases the radii ratio, making the
glassification of La-Al alloy more favorable under rapid
quench.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

XAFS measurements and analysis of metallic glass
Al 0.91La0.09 and the crystalline phase Al11La3 , obtained af-
ter annealing the glass, were performed. The XAFS data
were analyzed by the splice method. The advantage of the
splice method over cumulant expansion fitting and ratio
methods was demonstrated and discussed. The calculations
of the radial distribution function and cumulants were per-
formed using the program RDF and the UWXAFS data
analysis package.14 The reliability of the method was
checked against the known crystal structure and excellent
agreement with the RDF reconstructed from the diffraction
data for this structure was obtained.

We found a large change inr(r ) between the glass and
the crystal. The glass exhibits a broad radial distribution of
the first-nearest neighbors around La atoms, resulting in
some fraction of bonds being shorter than those found in the
crystalline phase. This shortening decreases the size disparity
between La and Al atoms, explaining the glass formation at
unusually low concentration of La. We suggest this as a gen-
eral scenario which has not been considered previously for a
wide class of amorphous alloys.
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